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PHES is the most mature and largest storage technique available and consists of 
two large reservoirs located at different elevations and a number of pump/turbine 
units. During off‐peak electrical demand, water is pumped from the lower reservoir 
to the higher reservoir where it is stored until it is needed. Once required the water 
in the upper reservoir is released through the turbines, which are connected to 
generators that produce electricity [2]. 

Schematic Diagram of CAES model  
The CAES unit compresses air into a storage volume up to a specified 
reservoir capacity. The CAES expander utilizes this compressed air, along 
with natural gas, to generate electricity whenever the wind park power 
falls below the (constant) demand level. Transmitted electricity 
undergoes power‐dependent losses. SC and CC gas turbine plants (if 
present) are then dispatched to make up any shortfall, up to the required 
capacity factor [4]. 

Practical Power and Discharge Time for 
Energy Storage Technologies [1] 

An UPHES facility has the same operating principle as PHES system: two reservoirs 
with a large hydraulic head between them. The only major difference between the 
two designs is the locations of their respective reservoirs. In conventional PHES, 
suitable geological formations must be identified to build the facility. However, 
UPHES facilities have been designed with the upper reservoir at ground level and 
the lower reservoir deep below the earth’s surface [2]. 

US Areas with Geologies Favorable for CAES 
and Class 4+ Winds [5] 

Capital Cost of Energy Storage Technologies [1]  CAES pre‐compresses the air using off‐peak electrical power which is taken from 
the grid to drive a motor (rather than using gas from the GT plant) and stores it in 
large storage reservoirs. When the GT is producing electricity during peak hours, 
the compressed air is released from the storage facility and used in the GT cycle. As 
a result, instead of using expensive gas to compress the air, cheaper off‐peak base 
load electricity is used [3]. 
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